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We convene and curate:

● An offline monthly meetup– http://citizenbeta.attending.io
● Projects with partners in the civic tech space– e.g. http://identit.ee
● An online community– opening soon

…and we keep being asked when we’ll do our first annual conference.

Citizen Beta is the catch-all community connecting people who work
in civic tech in the UK.

http://citizenbeta.attending.io
http://identit.ee


…a broad group of civic tech communities in a growing ecosystem

Alpha Gov –the now live website of the UK government, GOV.UK– rebooted and 
kickstarted the digital community’s involvement in civic technology in the UK.

As a result there are more people and organisations involved in developing how 
citizens interact with their governments, cities, politics, than ever before.

● Almost 2000 tech companies now selling to government
● Startups building on government platforms and data
● Not for profits working on education, best practices, and engagement



…is for people working in civic technology, empowering citizens, and 
government transformation

From the very first event, Citizen Beta 
has attracted senior members and 
decision makers of a broad range of 
influential organisations working in 
civic tech.

Getting these organisations in the 
same room every month creates new 
connections, people finding 
colleagues they didn’t know they had, 
and new opportunities where 
objectives overlap.



Speakers

We’ve had a host of amazing speakers, and have them cued up for months to come. Previously:

Sym Roe, Founder, Democracy Club
Maddy Carroll, Campaign Director, 38 Degrees
Leisa Reichelt, Head of User Research, GDS
Taavi Kotka, Estonian CIO
Mark Cridge, CEO, MySociety
Jeni Tennison, CTO, Open Data Institute
Zaheda Bhorat, Open Source Pioneer
Jules Mattson, Politwoops
Mark Foden, ‘The Gubbins of Government’
and more…



Raising our game

We want to improve the events

● document the events better, publishing to be fair and open with the content
● good quality refreshments, fewer cheap big brands
● develop the online community, providing tools
● be more active during offline periods and between events
● have great venues

And run standalone events, like workshops and hackdays



The opportunities

Right now

● Sponsor the meetups

In the future

● Sponsor hackdays and workshops
● Sponsor a conference

You’re likely already part of the community, want to be a strong part of supporting it, and 
grow deeper relationships with the other members outside of office hours.



Being a sponsor

Citizens, £50-100 (no limit on citizen sponsors)
Buy a round of refreshments or contribute to snacks for 
your fellow attendees.

Kudos, listing on the website, a tweet, a mention on the 
night, entry to the event, and the knowledge that you helped 
fuel the conversation.

Community Cohort, £400 (up to 2x cohort 
sponsors/event)
Join forces with us and support the ecosystem

All the above plus your logo on the website, linked to a 
landing page of your choice.

Corporate Hero, £1600 (just 1x hero sponsor/event)
Support the event at scale in only the way you can, 
allowing us to document the session professionally 
and provide a lasting useful output for those that 
couldn’t attend.

all sponsorships are plus VAT @ 20%

All the above with your logo and link displayed most 
prominently, plus your logo, link, and a sentence included 
in the published filming of the evening.

…we’re always open to other sponsor/partner ideas, get in touch



I want to sponsor!

Thanks for considering supporting us
supporting the community!

To sponsor Citizen Beta contact Mevan and Josh
and we’ll quickly get in touch.

hello@citizenbeta.org

http://citizenbeta.org

http://twitter.com/meandvan
http://twitter.com/joshr
mailto:hello@citizenbeta.org
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